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Alternative model

In this section we briefly analyze a variant model from that of the main text, to make clearer what are
the consequences of specific ecological hypotheses assumed.
The model described by equations (8-11, main text) differs from the Ross–MacDonald one by introducing two effects: a saturating biting rate, caused by the diffuse competition among mosquitoes for
feeding bites; and a limitation of the vector mosquito population by number of bites, while other competing mosquito species are regulated by factors not included in the model. The diffuse competition effect
is essential to our model, as it is thought to cause decrease in number of bites and thus malaria risk.
In order to separate these effects, we are going to relax the second one and assume instead a constant
vector mosquito population. This variant model is given by the system of equations:
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where M = Xm + Ym .
Applying the same method from R0 calculation (Text S2) one can calculate the basic reproduction
number R0 of this model, obtaining:
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which is the same expression as before, but with the crucial difference that now Xm
is given by the initial
vector mosquito abundance, and does not vary with other model parameters or human abundance.
The main difference between this model and the main one is how the human population (N ) influences
the transmission dynamics. This can be seen in Figure S11 which shows that at low human population
sizes R0 increases with N for both main and alternative models (but not for Ross–MacDonald); and
for larger populations alternative model gets close to Ross–MacDonald predictions, while main model
increases and saturates at a higher value.
The inclusion of diffuse competition between mosquitoes decreases the risk of an outbreak of malaria
at very low population sizes, which is intuitive and reasonable. On the contrary, Ross–MacDonald model
predicts the opposite – which is to be expected since it allows each human to take several hundreds of
bites per day in that situation.
At larger population sizes, the relevant assumption is that vector population size is regulated by
diffuse competition, being dependent on the human population size. In the absence of this regulation,
alternative model approaches the Ross–MacDonald predictions for large N , while main model (equations
8-11, main text) predicts a higher risk of outbreak of malaria as human population increases. Therefore,
we chose the most conservative model (i.e., main model), which gives a pessimistic scenario for population
sizes concerned herein.

